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Abstract— The need of more productive apparatuses in restorative field for DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Correspondences in Medicine) antiques (x-beam) is a need of 60 minutes. Definitely the moderate level of medicinal
administrations should be more prepared. So we arrange an answer that can be managed by all classes of restorative
practioner that will empower them to see, make, alter and separate the DICOM documents. The venture makes utilization
of java stage that makes it stage autonomous and intends to give a contrasting option to expensive and overwhelming
DICOM scanner machines accessible for the most part in multi-claim to fame doctor's facilities. The arrangement
principally means to investigate the picture for programmed location of defects and recuperation of the patient in this way
planning to bring general centers and nursing homes to adapt up to some degree with the multi-claims to fame concerning
proposed functionalities at a simplicity. The primary perspective of this picture preparing DICOM venture is that the
individual who works the product he or she can alter the DICOM picture by utilizing this product.
Keywords— DICOM, Image Processing, Image Processing Software, Digitization and Image Capture, Medical Imaging .
I.

INTRODUCTION

These days the development in the therapeutic field is at high stage in which that the machines or gadgets that the
greater part of the mechanized however there are a few devices or the a few capacities are not . Due to the nonappearance
of these functionalities the individual needs to checkup over and over for limiting this disadvantage and for time lessening
approach the innovation is en route of hunting down this the DICOM I-Vac(Digital Imaging and Communication in
Medicine) is ideal solution. It is standard created by ACR (American College of Radiology) and NEMA (National
Electrical Manufacturer's Association) for interchanges between restorative imaging gadgets. It is fit in with the ISO
reference display for system correspondences and joins protest situated outline ideas.
The inspiration for doing this venture is basically an enthusiasm for undertaking a testing venture in an intriguing
range of research. The need of more effective apparatuses in restorative field for DICOM antiquities (x-beam) is a need of
60 minutes. Definitely the middle of the road levels of restorative administrations should be more prepared. So we arrange
an answer that can be managed by all classifications of therapeutic practioner that will empower them to see, make, alter
and separate the DICOM records. The venture makes utilization of java stage that makes it stage autonomous and plans to
give a contrasting option to exorbitant and overwhelming DICOM scanner machines accessible generally In multi-claim to
fame healing facilities. The arrangement fundamentally expects to break down the picture for programmed identification of
imperfections and recuperation of the patient in this manner planning to bring general centers and nursing homes.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Paper Name: Study on Medical Image Processing Technologies Based on DICOM
Author Name: Peijiang Chen
Review: DICOM is an international standard for the storage and transmission of medical image. With the popularity of
pictorial and computerized medical equipment’s and the development of hospital management information system, the
standard is widely used. The technologies of medical image display and processing based on DICOM standard are
studied. On the basis of analyzing the DICOM standards and file formats, the general idea of converting between the
DICOM format and BMP format is brought forward, and the medical images can be displayed in the windows platform.
The gray scale processing technologies of medical image are focused on and implemented by programming. The main
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methods of edge detection are discussed and the implementation steps are given. The software of DICOM medical image
processing is realized by Visual C++ which can convert the medical images to BMP formats and display these medical
images. The gray scale processing, anticolor, strength testing and other basic functions of medical images can be come
true. It can provide convenience for medical diagnostics.
Paper Name: Medical Image Compression and DICOM-Format Image Archive (2009)
Author Name: Piyamas Suapang, Kobchai Dejhan, Surapun Yimmun.
Review: To control the picture catching through the picture catching gadget, the program can interface with the
equipment and bring video signals from the radiological methodology. At that point gather the imaging information from
the video flag. The accumulation was sent to the single edge, 15 picture/sec evaluated multiframe and settled multiframe
which could settle time range and edge rate radiological methodology in Windows Bitmap document design (.BMP)
without mutilation. In the picture pressure prepare, the application could pack information and picture document both
single casing and multiframe in view of pressure proportions with JPEG and JPEG2000. Which demonstrate that packing
picture in JPEG2000 has less mistake than typical JPEG pressure. Both pressure procedures will build the quantity of
blunders at the point when the packing proportion has expanded. What's more, JPEG and JPEG2000 pressure by having a
similar packing proportion is that the blunder from JPEG2000 pressure is littler than the blunder from JPEG.
Paper Name: Analyzing DICOM and non-DICOM Features in Content-Based Medical Image Retrieval: A MultiLayer Approach (2006)
Author Name: Antonio da Luz Jr., Daniel D. Abdala, Aldo v. Wangenheim, Eros Comunello.
Review: Breaking down the exhibited comes about, we can finish up that the proposed philosophy to execute
contentbased medicinal picture recovery is an achievable probability. A portion of the proposed thoughts get a kick out of
the chance to dynamic choose the remedy DIP procedures and additionally the better picture elements to play out the
substance based retrieval,although not so much new, demonstrates that to perform recovery of this sort over substantial
restorative picture databases can enhance impressively the time expected to get the results.We just present two picture
includes in this paper given the necessities to exhibit the whole strategy structure, yet, portion based elements like,
capriciousness, distance across, and other general geometric portrayal characteristics are additionally actualized in our
approach. The division issue should likewise be taken in thought. Since the substance of various picture sorts, the nature
of the picture flag, the bit of commotion, the likelihood to execute picture separating prompts to an extremely complex
DIP information base. It is as yet being made, yet works better than average shape CT – head and stomach area and MR –
head and knee.
Paper Name: Medical Image Retrieval by Combining Low Level Features and Dicom Features(2007)
Author Name: A. Grace Selvarani and Dr. S. Annadurai
Review: In this paper a medicinal picture recovery framework which consolidates the semantic data and content
components have been proposed to decrease the crevice between the low level elements and semantic components.
Recovery is performed first by extricating semantic data from the dataset estimations of the DICOM design which
delivers an arrangement of pictures which are important to the given inquiry picture. This pre-sifting of the picture
databases decreases the quantity of pictures to be sought. From the arrangement of pictures acquired in the wake of
seeking through the dataset values, recovery is performed utilizing low level elements (shape and surface). In this
manner, it decreases the time taken to look the whole restorative picture database. Likewise the exactness of recovery is
enhanced by this strategy. The future work is to consolidate the client's inclination utilizing the significance criticism
method.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
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To get to and control DICOM pictures utilizing custom DICOM watcher installed with altering and determination
conformity feature. The straightforward content based inquiry can be finished with the content based visual question on
shading and surface qualities. Once the pictures have been extricated from the Dicom records, put away in the PC and
ordered in a database, they can be subjected to a procedure of removing shading, surface or shape qualities. These can be
further utilized as a part of the substance based visual inquiry. Thusly, the product device can get new fascinating and
present day utilizes as a part of the analysis procedure, in research or restorative reviews. The application is tried
presently by the Romanian restorative faculty thinking about perspectives like execution speed, recovery quality and new
fundamental choices. As in Medical field the greater part of the in Orthopedic , bone join and substitution ,in surgical the
x-beam is required for every single operation so that the Dicom pictures are made in huge in the machine or any installed
and distributted framework in which it plays out the different sorts of operations. The information of multiple patients are
put away in such a way in which the login ID is essential part in that circumstance.
IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Architectural Design - A description of the program architecture is presented. Subsystem design or Block
diagram, deployment Diagram, Class diagram with description is to be presented .

Fig.1 Architecture diagram

Mathematical Model:
The mathematical model is illustrated properly that defines the problem statement of project, input data, output data and
all the necessary constraints regarding project.
Solution perspective for proposed scheme.
Let S be the Whole system which consists:
S ={IP,PRO,OP}
Where,
Input:
IP= is the input to the system
IP = pn, si,ti,sz,ni
Where,
pn = patient name
si = set of images used for processing
sz = size of the image
ni = number of images used to visualize and interrogate
Procedure:
PRO = procedure applied to the system to process the given input.
PRO = de, img, Pb
Where,
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img = processing of image
Pb = preamble bytes d,c,i,m
Output:
OP = is the output of system
OP = ci, qi, roto
Where,
ci = compressed image generated by system
qi = quality improved by system
roto = rotation to view from different angle
Success: Image get compressed and rotate from different angles
Data Design: A portrayal of all information structures including inner, worldwide, and impermanent information
structures, database configuration (tables), document positions.
Internal programming information structure: The standard indicates: an arrangement of conventions for gadgets imparting
over a system. The language structure and semantics of commands and related data that can be traded utilizing these
conventions. An arrangement of media stockpiling administrations and gadgets guaranteeing conformance to the
standard. A document arrange and a restorative catalog structure to encourage access to the pictures and related data put
away on media that share data.
Database Desciption: It is proposed a structure of the database unique in relation to the one existing in the DICOM
standard. A Database Panel that has a tree perspective of all the document way of the DICOM documents from the
MSSQL database. The documents are sorted by their methodology (CT, MR, US and so on). While clicking a document
way, the casing (or the principal outline on the off chance that of multi edges) of that document is appeared in the Image
View Panel.
Component Design: The Dicom records contain both alphanumeric data (the name of the patient, date of birth, analysis,
the name of the specialist) and at least one pictures packed then again in crude organization. These records can't be seen
on a PC. Keeping in mind the end goal, the Dicom records must be prepared, the data must be extricated and in the long
run put away in a database. Along these lines, the data can be seen at whatever time, subjected to a few handling or
questions. This preparing principally allude to operations that may prompt to the change of the picture quality and clarity,
turns that permit seeing from a few edges, giving help to the medicinal work force.

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

Fig.2 Home Screen
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It loads the validated dicom file and dispa Lays in two separate Panwls. Image view and profile details view.

Fig.3 Email client screen

This is email client screen. The loaded dicom image in the system is allowed to be sent as email for further reference.
The two options are: -

i. Send only image
ii. send only text

Fig.4 Dicom Editor Panel

This is dicom editior panel. This loads the dicom file and allow user/operator to edit and save the same file.

Fig.5 jpeg editor panel

This is jpeg editor panel to adjust the quality and attributes of the loaded Dicom file. It enables to adjust compression of
the Dicom file
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VI. CONCLUSON

This article exhibits a Java based programming apparatus that actualizes a progression of calculations with a specific end
goal to extricate alphanumeric data and pictures from the DICOM standard documents. The extricated information are put
away in a database with a particular structure and can be pictured and subjected to some preparing. The structure of the
database too facilitates an adaptable procedure of content construct question with respect to any of the labels introduced
in the Information lexicon. The made programming apparatus fuses a Dicom viewer, a database and a web index. The
article introduces a product apparatus that permits PC seeing and controlling of the standard DICOM documents
produced by the therapeutic gadgets utilized as a part of the finding handle. One of the capacity is the extraction of the
alphanumeric and imagistic data from the DICOM documents and their stockpiling in a My SQL Server database. The
second capacity is the representation in a superior type of the extricated and put away data.
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